Corona News 06.06.2021 Nothing knowing Nothing doing nothing responsibility
So the latest case of fraud with the Corona test centers, who could have guessed that black sheep
would also create a place here and bill too many tests or even bill tests where none had been done.
Where the control instances have been carried out so hard and seamlessly. Not everyone could - uh, I
mean, everyone could just set up a test center, be it a gym, hairdresser, department store, whatever,
register a few medically trained or fraudulent staff and off we went. Because, as we know, there was
no control of nothing, how many staff really worked in a test center, who cares. Likewise, no one was
interested in checking the plausibility of the reported test numbers, no, the only important thing was
that many tests had been carried out, the lists submitted then only contained the daily listings of the
number of tests, no names and addresses.
Fraud made easy. All test statistics are therefore for the garbage can, including the money that went
ONLY to the test centers in April and May: a whopping 659 million euros. But if that's not your own
money, you just get it. Without thinking, without checking, without sampling. Something like this is
only available in Germany, but we already know that, for example, it was already the case with the
mask accounts of the pharmacies, the free FFP2 masks. At the beginning Spahn had paid far too high
sums, when he was then pointed out, he quickly talked about the fact that the reimbursements would
be reduced from the new month. What happened then: The pharmacies accepted the 2nd voucher,
which I believe should only be valid from February 2021, in January 2021, stamped it and thus collected
the increased money. And that also went through, nobody looked at the vouchers, only the bills of the
pharmacies were valid. And now: even worse. After the clues, Spahn speaks about it again, and controls
are now being introduced. But if you do that, your Latin is over again. Because the Ministry of Health,
no, doesn't work at all. And the statutory health insurance associations, who pay and otherwise check
every picky prescription, compare every massage exactly whether it was billed and administered in the
time window, they would be responsible. I can help: You can buy a stamp in the stationery store with
the inscription: "Checked and found to be correct". The test centers now have to buy it, stamp the
daily lists and the head of the test center sign it. Then everything is correct. Do you notice what? Here
in Germany, some things haven't been quite right for a long time. I also found Spahn's statement best:
Most providers work seriously. Most of the politicians too, Mr. Spahn. But we are looking for the black
sheep. A bad apple infects others in the long run, even he should know.
Incidentally, did I already mention that unpleasant reporting on the federal government and its
members can be prevented, just like that? Do not you believe ? But that's how it is. Lt. a video by Mrs.
v. Storch, who is also a lawyer in addition to a member of the Bundestag, reports that a journalist can
be forced to briefly select one of the 3 options when reporting negative reports about the federal
government: to change the report or the passage, to change the report or the passage delete or get a
lawsuit. Funny, it always gets upset when the word dictatorship is used more and more in Germany. A
real dictatorship is of course completely different, but more and more dictatorial measures are being
used and implemented in Germany. First of all, I'm glad that this agency is not subject to the press
council because it has not submitted to self-regulation. Very reasonable.
We all know and many praise and take advantage of this: The freedom we have gained for a few days
to be able to (almost again) live as we did before the Corona times. The numbers are falling and falling,
even if they rise a little here and there, the news and cities are overturning in announcements and
implementations of openings, meanwhile even restaurants can be entered without a test even by nonvaccinated people, at least the outdoor catering, shops are all anyway open, and exhibitions, zoos can
be entered without a mask, the mask is only needed in the closed rooms - and in public transport - and
in Göttingen. This particular city, which has never found the right proportions with the mask and had
also arranged the mask in the city center for what seemed like forever, which, by the way, continues
to apply despite incidence values below 30, has now found that young people in particular simply go

to the Standing too close to each other, standing too much and drinking too much alcohol. So there is
now a limited standing permit in the squares, which is extended as follows: The 3 nights Friday to
Monday between 9 p.m. and 4 a.m. a mask must be worn in the outdoor areas, regardless of the
incidence value, regardless of how many people. If this is not observed by the people, the next rocket
should be ignited: a ban on the seats. Some will burst.
Now we have a great deal of freedom, and after that was unthinkable 3 months ago, everyone is now
talking about the need to restore citizens' rights blah blah blah. Our Minister of Justice, who has no
medical knowledge, also goes along with it, of course, and she was hooked a long time ago: more rights
for those who have been vaccinated and those who have recovered, rushing forward with others. And
now a study by medical professionals says that the whole thing was too early and stupid action. But
too late. Because, as is well known, there are so-called super spreaders. They have a high viral load
and can therefore infect many people beyond any R value, but you don't recognize them because they
often have no or very mild symptoms and do not recognize them themselves. And what is the rate of
these super spreaders? The study filtered out a quota of around 25,000 who tested positive in around
415,000 people. Of these, around 8%, i.e. 2000 people, are super spreaders. Most of them are under
40 years of age. But who cares: We have almost 20% fully vaccinated citizens, we can handle the rest
of them, i.e. track them, the rest does not matter. There are too many free beds in the hospitals
anyway.
In order to be able to vaccinate the population adequately even in countries that do not have that
much money on the edge to buy enough vaccine, the World Bank, TWF, WTO and WHO have launched
an appeal to the financially strong countries of the world, around $ 50 billion would be needed to
accomplish these tasks. Of course, and who do you think will take over the largest share here? Which
country ? You live in it. Meanwhile, new mutants keep coming to light. Now a variant from Vietnam is
supposed to be up to mischief and let off steam. Oh sorry, the WHO has made an anti-discrimination
gender decision for the world in a night and fog action - please stop saying and writing countries in
connection with a variant that would be discriminatory. That is why the WHO decided: Take the Greek
alphabet, designate the individual variants with Alpha, Beta, Gamma, etc., and everything is solved.
They don't have any other problems either. But not all intelligent people sit there either. Because who
knows now what the Delta variant is - where does it come from, which one is it? Oops, no translator
here - stupid. Stupid when Germany imposes flight bans to Brazil, but the Greek letter means the
variant from India. Then Spahn would come into play: "I'm not responsible for the letter control". And
the WHO did not consider what happened, because the Greek alphabet has been exhausted because
there are so many variants? Which alphabet then comes into play?
I learned from dubious circles: Germany applied. However, a longer session is currently supposed to
take place, because there is already a disagreement on C: Can you proceed in accordance with DIN
5009 and use Caesar, or is he discriminated against if you associate him with a pandemic? Alternatively,
the ITU / ICAO / NATO alphabet is available, so it would be Charlie. Although, it wouldn't sound that
good either: Thanks to Charlie, there have been… deaths again. The agreement will probably take some
time.
But the topic of Corona is not completely over yet, even if here and there is already being done and
talked like this - because of surviving it goes uphill, easing, the incidence value drops every day, etc.
Hear announcements, who notice that it is boiling here and there. The topic of long-term or long-term
consequences of Corona is actually almost never dealt with, it does not seem to be of particular
importance. Or is it? That's where Ms. Karliczek comes into play. Suddenly she was talking about it at
a press conference on June 2, of which a good 3 million infected people in total have around 10%,
which means around 300,000 citizens !!!, long-term consequences. And with long-term effects it is
meant that longer than 3 months after full recovery they still have sometimes dramatic health

disorders that make some people do not work. This ranges from breathing problems to increased
tiredness and exhaustion to body aches and more.
Since the beginning of the pandemic, Spahn, Karliczek, Söder and others have always talked Germany
forward. Spahn spoke of a very good position in the health sector, Karliczek of many bundled research
institutes that somehow have not delivered until today, and Söder of iron discipline and belief in the
population and the will. Unfortunately, all of it was of no use and now we know that, thanks to the EU,
Germany is now lagging behind many other countries in terms of vaccination and testing, even Spahn
admitted to Anne Will last week that he would like a lot more tests, with over 80 million inhabitants
40 million tests in a month are far too few in proportion. And now this: Despite our Ursula, our great
federal corona app and the highly acclaimed LUCA app, which one no longer hears about, Bulgaria, the
Czech Republic, Denmark, Greece, Croatia and Poland already have the digital EU vaccination
certificate. Germany is still testing the digital vaccination certificate in test centers. Yes, test it well.
Will be enough until Christmas.
What I had heard continuously from the retail trade associations in the last few weeks: The retail trade
is not the place for spreading and contagion, TOP concepts would contain and control the pandemic,
so the retail trade must be reopened immediately. And wanted to sue some retail chains that saw
themselves at a disadvantage in terms of the money compared to the distributions to restaurateurs.
And all of a sudden, experts are talking of a great danger that would emanate from retailers if the mask
requirement was to be lifted. The risk of infection is still high, especially in small businesses with poor
ventilation, which still exist, in toilets without windows, in elevators and other areas. For example, you
could infect yourself in an empty elevator that goes up a few floors, because the cloud from the
ancestors would travel with you. Oh no, I've never heard of it before. Sounds logical though. In the rest
of z. B. also outdoor pools, there the changing rooms; as in sports.
What's next ? Right, the 2020 European Football Championship - uh, I mean 2021. But it's 2020. And
because the organizer clearly announced months ago that only the cities that allow spectators would
be the venue, Söder is turning this week around in the right direction, because he also wants to score
points in Munich with income. So he quickly talks about a "test event" in terms of spectators, this event
with spectators, but only 10,000, will be allowed under the highest hygiene and protection rules and
mechanisms. Eat clearly, Mr. Söder, this is not about protective measures, but about a lot of coal, we
understand. Because the few hundred new corona cases that then occur can be easily tracked, and the
few deaths that are then generated are only included in a statistic.
Finally, two more reports, where you can only shake your head and grab hold of the same. The first
report concerns the Prime Minister Günther CDU in Schleswig Holstein. He praises the great
cooperation and the trusting relationship with Denmark, which dispenses the almost 60,000 doses of
AstraZeneca vaccine and which he can now supply to his family doctors. The contract is in place. Is he
trying to fool the citizens? Yes, he will. And some media fall for the news. Because every reasonably
informed citizen knows that Denmark no longer vaccinates AstraZeneca because of the many side
effects, I can also say it with casual, clear words: They are happy to be rid of the vaccine.
The second report concerns our ever-popular NOCH Health Minister Spahn: Allegedly, a huge amount
of masks from last year's Chinese delivery are on the dump that are now or are already unusable. The
important thing about this message: The trash should actually be destroyed, which is sad enough, but
if they are unusable, expired, etc., that's the way it is. But to think of wanting to distribute these to the
homeless, Hartz IV recipients or the disabled, which ONLY the Ministry of Labor prevented, is a mess.
Why does Spahn actually call himself Minister of Health? Strongly disagree. And what types of guys in
the Ministry of Health have such ideas? They should be ashamed.

